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The **Unattended Driver Station** makes it easy to use a vehicle scale without having an operator present. When a vehicle arrives at the scale, its driver can complete the entire weighing transaction at the station. The **Unattended Driver Station** is ideal for scales in remote locations or for scales where an operator cannot be present.

The **Unattended Driver Station** can be customized to meet your specific needs. Operation can be fully automatic or controlled by the driver. You determine how much information the driver must enter. An optional printer is available for supplying the driver with a ticket. All transaction information is automatically recorded in your database.

- No operator or scale house required
- Round-the-clock operation
- Identifies vehicles by ID card or code
- Restricts access to authorized persons
- Durable outdoor enclosure for a long service life
- Can be used in harsh climates
- Easily integrated with traffic lights and loops
- Can be used for processing transactions with or without a scale

### Standard Features
- Bright Four-Line Fluorescent Display
- Proximity Reader (6¢ to 8¢ read range)
- Heated Enclosure
- Stainless Steel Vandal Proof Numeric Keypad
- Stainless Steel Enclosure

### Options
- Printer
- Magnetic Card Reader
- Loudspeaker
- Traffic Lights
- Wall-Mounting Bracket
- Mounting Columns
- Swivel Arm
- Custom Software
- Intercom Station
- Remote Printer Station (see photo)